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ABSTRACT

:

PURPOSE: To make it possible to drive PIN diodes at a

low voltage so as to
drive an attenuator itself at a low voltage by providing
the attenuator with
the PIN diodes whose resistance values are changed in

accordance with an
impressed DC voltage and an inductance element.

CONSTITUTION: Since the PIN diodes 12a to 12d
continuously control the
attenuation value of an AC signal inputted from an input
terminal (in) by
changing their respective resistance values in accordance
with impressed DC
controlling voltage, the generation of distortion due to
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the attenution of a
high frequency signal can be reduced. A high frequency
choke coil 13 being
inductance element is electrically connected to a control
terminal (c) , a bias
terminal B, input and output terminals (in) , (out) . Since
the coil 13 is held
at voltage lower than impressed controlling DC voltage,
voltage drop can be
reduced. Since the PIN diodes 12a to 12d can be driven
even when the
controlling DC voltage is dropped, the attenuator 11 can be
driven at a low
voltage

.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Petailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the suitable attenuator for mobile communication

equipment, such as a land mobile radiotelephone and a cellular phone, and relates to the attenuator

which aimed at the low-battery drive especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, there are some which are shown in drawing 4 as an

example of the attenuator included in mobile communication equipment, such as a land mobile

radiotelephone and a cellular phone, etc.

[0003] This attenuator 1 is good transformation which can control the magnitude of attenuation suitably,

so to speak, has arranged two or more PIN diode2a, 2b, and 2c and 2d in pi form, and has connected.

[0004] And while impressing predetermined bias voltage to these PIN diodes 2a-2d from the bias

terminal B, by impressing the predetermined direct current voltage for control from the control terminal

C, and controlling this direct current voltage for control suitably, control these PIN diodes [ 2a-2d ]

resistance, respectively, control the magnitude of attenuation of an input signal to a predetermined value,

they are made to decrease an input signal by this magnitude of attenuation, and it outputs to them from

an outgoing end out.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, since it drives by the small lightweight cell in

mobile communication equipment, such as a land mobile radiotelephone and a cellular phone, in many

cases, to drive by the low battery also to an attenuator 1 is demanded.

[0006] However, in order to lessen loss of the signal spread in the above mentioned conventional

attenuator 1 and to raise the function of a circuit, it has two or more resistance 3 and 3 — , and the direct

current voltage for control impressed to the control terminal C since the voltage drop produced here is

large is over 3V, and the technical problem that it is difficult to drive by the low battery occurs.

[0007] Then, this invention was made in consideration of such a situation, and the purpose is in offering

the attenuator which can be driven by the low battery.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is constituted as follows, in order to solve said technical

problem.

[0009] Invention (henceforth the 1st invention) of this application according to claim 1 is characterized

by having the PIN diode which changes resistance according to the applied voltage of a direct current,

and an inductance component.

[0010] Moreover, invention (henceforth the 2nd invention) of this application according to claim 2

Direct-current-voltage wiring which has the PIN diode which changes resistance according to the

applied voltage of a direct current, In the input terminal for impressing an AC signal to said PIN diode

and an output terminal, and the attenuator of said direct-current-voltage wiring that prepared touch-down

wiring in said input terminal side or said output terminal side at least It is characterized by connecting
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the inductance component in the middle of said touch-down wiring.

[001 1] Furthermore, invention (henceforth the 3rd invention) of this application according to claim 3

Direct-current-voltage wiring which has at least one PIN diode which changes resistance according to

the applied voltage of a direct current, The control terminal for impressing the electrical potential

difference in which adjustable is possible to said direct-current-voltage wiring, The bias terminal for

impressing bias voltage to said direct-current-voltage wiring, The input terminal and output terminal for

impressing an AC signal to said PIN diode, In the wiring section in which only an AC signal flows by

impression of said AC signal, and the attenuator of said direct-current-voltage wiring by which said

input terminal side prepared touch-down wiring in either of said output terminal sides at least It is

characterized by connecting the inductance component to each by the side of said control terminal and

said bias terminal rather than the wiring section in which only the middle, and said all PIN diodes and

said AC signals of said touch-down wiring flow.

[0012] Invention (henceforth the 4th invention) of this application according to claim 4 is characterized

by permuting said resistance by the inductance component further again in the attenuator which has the

PIN diode which changes resistance according to the applied voltage of a direct current, and resistance.

[0013] Moreover, invention (henceforth the 5th invention) of this application according to claim 5 is

characterized by an inductance component being a high-frequency choke coil.

[0014] Furthermore, invention (henceforth the 6th invention) of this application according to claim 6 is

characterized by an inductance component connecting to juxtaposition two or more things from which

an inductance differs.

[0015] Every time an inductance component connects to juxtaposition two or more things from which an

inductance differs and invention (henceforth the 7th invention) of this application according to claim 7

removes some of said inductance components, it is characterized by connecting with a capacitor at the

serial further again.

[0016]

[Function]

<The 1st - 5th invention> Since inductance components, such as a high-frequency choke coil permuted

by the conventional resistance, serve as very low low resistance to the direct current voltage impressed

to PIN Thailand Ord, a voltage drop here can be reduced.

[0017] Therefore, since a PIN diode can be driven by the low battery, an attenuator can be driven by the

low battery.

[0018] <Invention of the 6th and 7> Since two or more inductance components, such as a high-

frequency choke coil which differs in an inductance, were connected to juxtaposition or the capacitor

was connected to these inductances at the serial, respectively, many resonance points can be given

without increasing a reactance. For this reason, an attenuator can be used in a broadband.

[0019]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained based on a drawing.

[0020] It is good transformation by which drawing 1 is the circuit diagram of one example including this

application 1st - the 5th invention, and an attenuator 1 1 can control the magnitude of attenuation suitably

in drawing, for example, so to speak, four PIN diodes 12a-12d have been arranged in pi form, and it has

connected.

[0021] While impressing bias voltage from the bias terminal B, the electrical potential difference for

control of the direct current in which adjustable is possible is impressed to these PIN diodes 12a-12d

from the control terminal C, respectively.

[0022] By changing resistance according to the electrical potential difference for control of the direct

current impressed, PIN diodes 12a-12d control continuously the magnitude of attenuation of the AC
signal inputted from the input edge in, and have the description that little distortion at the time of

attenuating a RF signal is.

[0023] And the high-frequency choke coil 13 which is an inductance component is electrically

connected to a control terminal C side, bias terminal B side and close, and outgoing end in and out side,

respectively. These high-frequency choke coils 13 are equivalent to each resistance 3 of the
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conventional attenuator 1 shown by drawing 4 .

[0024] Therefore, since these high-frequency choke coil 13 — becomes very low low resistance to the

direct current voltage for control impressed to these, a voltage drop here reduces it. For this reason, since

PIN diodes 12a-12d can be driven even if it makes low the electrical potential difference for control of a

direct current, an attenuator 1 1 can be driven by the low battery.

[0025] In addition, these high-frequency choke coil 13 may be permuted by the RFC parallel circuit

14 shown in drawing 2 , respectively. This RFC parallel circuit 14 is two or more high-frequency choke

coils LI, L2, and L3. -- Ln High-frequency choke coil LI of inside, for example, the left end in drawing

2 , It is a parallel circuit linked to juxtaposition, and the capacity of each capacitor C also differs in two

or more series circuits which connected Capacitor C to what is removed at the serial, respectively

respectively. These high-frequency choke coil LI -Ln Since it differs in the inductance, respectively and

also the capacity of each capacitor differs respectively as shown in drawing 4 , it differs in each

resonance point, respectively.

[0026] Therefore, since this RFC parallel circuit 14 has two or more resonance points, the attenuation

band to a RF input signal is expandable. That is, an attenuator 1 1 can be used in a broadband.

[0027] Moreover, although said example explains the case where total resistance 3 - of the conventional

attenuator 1 shown by drawing„4 is altogether permuted by the high-frequency choke coil 13, this

invention is not limited to this, and they are the touch-down wiring 15 by the side of the input edge in, or

an outgoing end out. A high-frequency choke coil 13 may be intervened only at least in the middle of

one side of the near touch-down wiring 16, and resistance is still sufficient as the remainder as usual.

[0028] In addition, although said example explained the so-called attenuator of pi form, this invention is

not limited to this and applied to a general attenuator.

[0029]

[Effect of the Invention] Since these inductances component serves as very low resistance to the direct

current voltage for control impressed to a PEN diode since this application 1st - the 5th invention

permuted resistance of the conventional attenuator by inductance components, such as a high-frequency

choke coil, as explained above, a voltage drop here can be reduced.

[0030] Therefore, since a PIN diode can be driven by the low battery, this attenuator can be driven by

the low battery.

[0031] Moreover, since this application invention of the 6th and 7 connected to juxtaposition inductance

components, such as two or more high-frequency choke coils which differ in an inductance, or

connected the capacitor to these inductances at the serial, respectively, it can give many resonance

points, without increasing a reactance. For this reason, an attenuator can be used in a broadband.

[Translation done.]
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